
Clues
Across
 5 Moving aside, I’m restraining student’s quest 
  for perfection (8)
 8 Missed being cold, diving into water on 1st December (6)
 10 Detailed look at women’s mag’s horny beasts (8)
 11 Metal band’s put on hen (6)
 12 Switched T-Mobile phone card (4)
 13 At the apex, crown, ridge, edge, summit, top, peak (5)
 15 Broadcast Welsh footballer’s performances (4)
 16 Parts of houses start to be overcome by 
  strong winds (6)
 18 Dislike TV show, Bodyguard (6)
 21 Corgi’s toenail clipping (4)
 23 In which gin is shaken with little drops of lime 
  and soda? (5)
 24 Margaret’s short nails (4)
 25 Rolled and moved confusedly (6)
 27 Joining merciless one culling badger, being heartless (8)
 29 Avoids introductions, avoiding introductions? (6)
 30 Travelling salesmen’s injury (8)

Instructions
Five solutions, not further defined, each suggest a literal 
substitution. All the clues are normal, but the other solu-
tions must have one of these five substitutions applied to 
them before entry in the grid. All grid entries are real words.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 5 January. 
You need to register once and then sign in to theguardian.
com to enter our online competition for a £100 monthly 
prize.

Genius  no. 186 set by soup 

Down
 1 With the greatest willingness, having destroyed core, 

reinstalled magnets (6)
 2 Left in the lead  … (4)
 3 …  second best (4)
 4 Take umbrage with “No Parking Here!” (6)
 6 Guildsman discovered unusual belief in good and evil (7)
 7 Prophet holding stem of sacred plants (6)
 9 As if by magic, protected church with guns (7)
 13 Ursula, not a new frock (5)
 14 Flat out false (5)
 17 Couldn’t imagine John Glenn’s chief was in charge (7)
 19 Queens (not queen) broke earrings (7)
 20 Gloomy sergeant major’s about-face? 
On the contrary (6)
 22 One turns down eating duck, hot potato or a 
  piece of cake? (6)
 24 Convincing, but not with expression (6)
 26 Two police officers: one paid, one voluntary (4)
 28 Covers uncovered wooden baskets (4)


